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The Shape of the Higgs I:
Is it a scalar? Higgs quantum numbers



How do we know the 
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The decay to photon-photon rules out s=1 
(on-shell)

it could be JPC=0+,0-,2+,... 

Model building motivation for 
pseudo-scalar (0-) 

and 
massive graviton (2+)
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Model Building interlude: 
KK graviton as a higgs impostor?
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Model Building interlude: 
KK graviton as a higgs impostor?

warped extra-dimensions

Bulk SM

graviton couples to 
1. heavy fermions
2. gauge bosons 

(incl. photons and gluons)

roughly, like the higgs

same goes for a composite sector



How do we tell apart experimentally 
the 0- and 2+ from the 0+ hypothesis?

the form of the couplings
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what about the 2+ case?

lots of arbitrariness?  
RS-like, minimal graviton?



Guimaraes, Fok, Lewis, VS
1203.2917

ANY 2+ resonance (like f2 in QCD)

if lorentz+gauge+CP invariance : 

resonance from extra-dimensions or 
from a composite sector would have the 

same form of interactions

(consistent w/ AdS/CFT)

what about the 2+ case?

lots of arbitrariness?  
RS-like, minimal graviton?



non-0+ 
hypothesis
excluded at 
98% or more

details: talks 
later



The Shape of the Higgs II:
new physics in kinematic  distributions 

Is that it?



new physics talking to the higgs
form couplings of the higgs

effective theory Leff =
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Higgs anomalous couplings
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EFT generates 
HVV interactions 

with more 
derivatives

ex. Feynman rule if mh>2mV



new physics searches
higgs anomalous couplings

form of the coupling
(angular correlations, pT distributions...)

same techniques as used for higgs QNs



LHC excludes resonance 100% 0- 
or 2+ or other exotic QNs 

admixture of 0+ and other QNs? 

higgs anom couplings

bounds on Higgs EFT
godbole, mohan, 

muhlleitner, VS.in prep.



Higgs BRs
eHDECAY

Contino, Ghezzi, Grojean, Muhlleitner and Spira. 
1303.3876

Production rates and kinematic distributions

depend on cuts
need radiation and detector 

effects
Simulation tools 

framework for HEFT



1. Feynrules HEFT and TGCs
Alloul, Fuks, VS. 1310.5150

links to CalcHEP, LoopTools, Madgraph...

 HDOs->Madgraph-> Pythia... -> FastSim/FullSim

2.QCD NLO HEFT TGCs
VS and Williams. In prep.

Pythia, Herwig... -> FastSim/FullSim

MCFM and POWHEG

A couple of tools



Example. Associated production

AP is very sensitive to the form of the 
coupling
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Ellis, Hwang, VS, You. 1208.6002
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Higgs EFT different form of the coupling
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Feynrules -> MG5-> pythia->Delphes3
validate SM/BGs => expectation for EFT

Last bin constraint better than D0 signal strength

Example. Associated production

ellis, VS, you. 1404.3667



Feynrules -> MG5-> pythia->Delphes3
verified for SM/BGs => expectation for EFT

LHC data should be even better

ATLAS-CONF-2013-079

LHC8

pVTonly       available
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ellis, VS, you. 1404.3667

Example. Associated production



black global fit
green one-by-one fit

Higgs’ anomalous couplings

most up-to-date 
limits

use of kinematic 
distributions 

crucial

ellis, VS, you. 1404.3667

global fit using signal strengths and 
kinematics of AP



Conclusions
after the discovery, the real fun comes!

characterization of the resonance

learning about the 
shape of the higgs-particle

is it a scalar? basically, yes

manifestation of susy, compositeness, 
extra-dimensions? higgs anomalous 

couplings

how do we look for it? techniques used in 
higgs QNs useful as well, complementary 

to direct searches


